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Sophia’s Schoolhouse 
Episode 001: Savannah’s First Cookie Sales 

 
Activity Overview: In 1937, the Institute of Propaganda Analysis identified seven techniques used 
by propagandists. While these techniques do not encompass all the ways advertisers and 
propagandists attempt to sway the public, they offer a great start for students in identifying and 
explaining strategies used in commercials, propaganda, campaigns and really any persuasive 
writing. In this activity, students will identify where these seven propaganda techniques are used in 
a radio commercial used by the Girl Scouts of Savannah in 1936 to promote their cookie sale. As 
an extension activity, students can recreate the commercial or write their own.  
 
Procedure: 

• Provide students with the seven techniques (see below) and discuss some examples of each. 
See if students can come up with their own examples from current commercials or political 
campaigns.  

• Provide students with the radio script (see pgs. 2-9). You can put students in groups or 
have them work individually. Depending on your students you can provide them with the 
whole script or split it up into segments.  

• Have students read the script through once on their own or in small groups.  
• Next, have students go back over the script with highlighters or pencils to note every time 

they see a certain technique used.  
• Have students write a few sentences explaining the type of techniques used in the script.  
• Come back together as a class and have students share where they think the techniques are 

being used and defend why.  
• As an extension activity you can have students act out the radio script. The Internet 

Archives has audio clips from the 1930s for students to get a feel for the era. Here is one 
example, but a search brings many more: https://archive.org/details/Old_Radio_Adverts_01  

 
Seven Techniques of Propaganda  
Identified in 1837 by the Institute of Propaganda Analysis  
For definition flashcards and examples visit Quizlet: http://quizlet.com/5435505/7-types-of-
propaganda-techniques-flash-cards/  
 

1. Bandwagon – most people have this or are doing this so you should too.  
2. Loaded words – using words that have strong emotions: examples: peace, war, patriotism, 

freedom, hope.  
3. Testimonials – using expert or celebrity to sell or support 
4. Name calling – saying bad things about your competitor  
5. Plain folk – using ordinary people or trying to sound ordinary to sell something or 

persuade you to vote or support an idea  
6. Glittering generalities – employ vague, sweeping statements (often slogans or simple 

catchphrases) using language associated with values and beliefs deeply held by the audience 
without providing supporting information or reason.  

7. Transfer – a technique used to carry over the authority and approval of something we 
respect and revere to something that the propagandist would have us accept. Propagandists 
often employ symbols to stir our emotions and win our approval.  
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